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A new
Speccy game
CBut is it any

good?]
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Contents

Including a bombshell of a

Mangram-y nature.

7
Mark's Playing Tips

saying what »*, going to

be in next month's ish. I

don't even know wh«W be

"ypi-s ' oil deadline day for b

n all sorts of unfoi sat

things cropping up, and, yea, issue two is Just over

However, we shall soldier on! In an attempt to cat

a couple of weeks, and, with any luck, issue four will be out, as scheduled, on

November 17th. (Probably.)

Totally unconnected to the above, you may notice that this issue is markedly

smaller than the last one. This is due to a shortage of (a) writers and f_b) money.

However, next ish should see the first appearance of same outside contributers,

including a techiiiial 01 :•<;:, pi-,:.dt?iit whose i.h* 1 ;.h wild n't really mention be: au st-

illy said yes yet - ao if you've got any techy queries, you know

iCHer clots.)

you from you from writing something - I'm still on

the lookout for reviewers, PD writers, adventure writers, and communications

correspondents. Basically, write something, send it in, and I'll stick it in the mag.

Dont worry about dea lines and things - after all. I don't. Ha ha.

You must remember that Crashed isn't liki-. Buy. oin^uir User in that you couid

pick up a copy of SU, not buy another ish until a year later, and it'd still be going

strong, Small fanzines need as much support as they can gel; it really does matter

whether you decide to stick that pound coin in an envelope Dr not. For example, I

first issuer this month I gat six. That's 8 25'4 readership

i. You H

of o

Crashed, issue two, was written and desif.rind l.v M.n k :..iiirdy. It was produced on a

SAM Coupe using The DTP Pack, and printed or, a Citizen Swift ZOO. SUBSCRIPTION

RATE [going cheap!.!: ES per year. ADVERTISING RATE":, (prices slashed!); Full page -

£5. Half page - £250. Quarter page - £525- First inclusion free. Thanks this issue to

Colin Macdonald. CRASHED, Pear Tree Cottage, North Deighton, Wetherby, West Yorks,

LS22 4EN. ABC Aug-Sept 199* 5. The wit and wisdom of Bryan Ferry, number one,

They say 'Love's a gamble, hard to win easy lose, so while the sun shines better

make hay', so if life is a table and fate is the wheel, then let the dice fall where they

may." - Editions Of You, 1373. ^^



Era of the road for +3

ccording to a report in a

leant editidn or Amstrad
ction, Maxell have stopped
.anufacturing their 3" CF2
sks, those used not only Ii

e Spectrum «-3, but also ii

irtges. Although Maxell wer
.e last compana to

ianufacture these disks,

ieir stated reason for

;opping is lack of demand,

3 there's probably enough
ir pius stock kicking arount

warehouses to last a

hile. in particular,

'oodpecker Disks are
parently still supplying

<ady formatted *3 disks -

iOre inro as soon as I can
nd an address or phone

jmoer for Woodpecker,
There's also a chance tha

smaller, speccy-dedicated,

ompany may take over

lariufacturing the disks, in

le same wau that BG
ervices took over making
eyboard
/ill \ a will \

New SAM zine

AM2SAM is the latest SAM
sk zine to spring forth

imething). Unusually, STS
<s people too lazy to type

le full name are already

ailing it) comes on two
isks: the first is yer typical

ews/reviews/previews/proyr

Timing tutorials type thang,

hile the second features a

election of homegrown
jmes, Sounds so good that

light even buy it. (But 1

oubt it.)

Robocod on tfie Speccii at

last?

last count everybody) may
recall 1992's Save Our

Speccy campaign. This

entailed writing to lots of

software houses in a vain

attempt to make them keep
releasing Spectrum games.
The result of this was the

release of Nigel Mansell's

World Championship by
Gremlin, There were also

mutter Ings that US Gold

might do Robocod, but

apparently the programmers,
Milenniem, weren't
interested, and everyone

! assumed that the game had
been dropped.

rumours that Robocod has
finally been released on

USG'S budget label, KiXX, for

£3.99. The thing is that

no-one seems to have

actually seen the game.

any) next ish.

All nut-very-quiet on the

Western front

West Coast Comouters, eh 7-

They buy the rights to the

SAM, don't do anything rcr

a year and a half, make
everyone think they're crap,

then they're all over the

Hot on the heels or the

new disk drive and the SAM
Elite, West Coast have now
revolutionised the SAM
world with a fit-it-yerself

disk drive. For just £64.95
(or £29.95 if you've already

got your own drive) you're

supplied with everything you

software, i

PSUs, and slapped a two

year guarantee on them.

But I'm not supposed to

mention that.)

Jupiter Software m fere

iorry to dissapoint all you

rap joke fans out there,

But where, you may ask,

mean I find this feast of

reminiscence? Try P473 at
weekends,

Wishful thinking

through this story

cracking any kind of

astrological puns. Sorry,

Jupiter Software are a

new company dedicated to

providing new games for

the SAM. Their current

products include Jupiter

Shareware Disk One [which

I don't know anything

about), Bombs Away [a

graphic adventure) and

invaders [a shoot-'em -up).

Reviews next ish (possibly).

> fit ( > of t

Coupe (note that the kit i

not compatible with the

Elite), just as long as you

a dab hand with the or

soldering iron. Contact Wi

Coast for more info.

West Coast have also

SAM Coupe Special Pack.

For the bargain price ot

£109.95, you get a 256K

interface, so if you've got

Plus D or Disciple, you cat

use your existing drive.

SpeC-

After the

of disappointments that has

Master, Bad influence and

The Net, the Speccy has

finally made it on to the

small screen! Well, sort of.

The computer games
section of Channel 4's

answer to the information

supermegacyb er gloDa Iv i 1 1age

hyperpunksurfer-motorway

Ten people say we've got

to call the Internet this

week)
amongst the

= swans, C3ts, chins, Danny
Boyd and Alex Seymour, a

t nostalgia test by the name
of "Old Game; HERE". In thi:

hallowed sanctum, you will

find lots of Atari Jaguar-

owners saying how they

know the Spectrum was
great really 'cos it had

really silly games that you

i could buy for two quid and

mags that aren't a loadW
pretentious, pompous

Amstrad h

their first real development
since buying the rights to

the Spectrum last year.

This August, the Spectrum
126K (the machine launched

by Sinclair in 13SG) will be

phased out to be replaced
by the Sinclair IX Spectrum
+2. This machine will be

based around the Sinclair

128K, but will incorporate an

integral imeg 3.5" disk

drive, two standard

Atari-compatible joystick

ports (swltchable for

compatibility), a

Centronics-compatible

printer pprt, a full size

Lypuwr ii.er-style kayboard, a

scart monitor socket and an

auxiliary port (intended Tor

products currently in

development at Amstrad,
including a light gun and a

mouse). The machine, priced .

at £174.99, is expected to

sell at least lOO.OuO b'A

Christmas, and all the major

on record as saying they

will support the machine
with enhanced versions of

existing sortware (most of

the companies we spoke to

were planning more complex

graphics and/or extra

levels), as well as >2-only

The Spectrum *2, with

perfect backwards
;:unipa;ibility with existing

software and hardware,

coupled with an innovative

sensible price,

Mill E SUU t t off

computers, and is likely to

take Spectrum computing
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FoauM
quickly - SpectrurW

Hello and welcome to the
Forum the voice of the
people, your opportunity
to sir you views, make
your opinions heard, rant,
rave, get on your soap
box, vent your spleen and
say what has to be said.
(Shame that this month's

entirely of letters that
people have sent hoping
for a quick plug/rree
issue/info, edited so that

na Commodore
ormat are still

n the go, and

"• thousand. All you t

it not been (or t

your revitalising i

effect on YS, it f

would probably I

have petered out 1

long before it did. c

a-vi it really was i

amely kind of F

s OF A4
at no personal

gain for me to

all and suns

something t

YS to Crast

er, Crash, i

YS ii

deserter writes

ear Marie,

Kpect to answe
aur letter for

nother 700

appens, I've

lanaged to fini;

H*my writing

;sue of Game

Wantage or the

i eat a sandwich

s great honour

and a place at

the slightly

abused nigh table

or Edship. Carve
your name on it

with pride, but

not when the

for Games
Master and the

like in YS) and
cost cutting -

I

., why c

Matt Biel? Mat

My? Blimey!

Dear Mark,

Hello. Thanks

iking because biggest e

Jonathan Nash
Future Publishing

Bath

get it back on .

the tracks. Don't ',

get me wrong; j

wonderful,

individual,

right up to the

end. streets

Blimey - a

proper letter

Dear Mark,

Thanks tor the

impressive first

issue ot Crashed.

I enjoyed reading

t all the sections

presented. The

particularly good.

months in productio

Regarding

contributions, I may
be able to send in

some stuff. I

currently write tor

ZAT and I'm in my
final year of

university lyep, I'm

student - bad luck I

me), so I haven't go

what games are yd
Planning to review

old or new? There

aren't many new
Speccy games these

days (I've only got ;

Spectrum 128), but

reviews for ZAT s

Please let me kno

you \

iocs as Fish was
l its pilot issue.

will be getting

may have trouble

doing something tor

every issue if it's

monthly.
In the Post Box

section, I think

Software City have

closed down, I orde

some games three

nothing t . The

16 -t

Anyway, please

icture of a wasp

enough room, bu
as I went to pic

t up my copy of

Robocod to

jllowing my

egarding the

emise of Crash

an incredibly

exclusive (elev

if memory

Continuing in

vein, just why

Crashed under

Don't w«rxs H I

readership. Fish

their phone. However,

Scotland who are

freindly and sell

Spectrum games.

Their address is:

Everglade, 68 Tellord

MTO't^Scotland, IV3 5Lb. Tel.

0463 24Q 16S.

All ths tail.

St. John Swainson



seen an address
or phone number.

fairly decent
bunch, though. Tell

Contributions:

yes, yes, yes, yes,

yes! Yes. This

applies to anyone

3-blowing yet

oth-scrolling

the region of

75X-80X, but

the SAM really

is capable of so

Which brings

ne to something

well. There's

be ringing you up
every five minutes
:hreatening to

.rebomb your

write 1200 words
an printer

interfaces for

nonow morning,
anything like

it. The review

any Spectrum or

SAM game

VS ended, or any
currently-available

game that may

Softv i City (

Everglade.

Readers, this man
is an example to

you all: it really

does make all the
difference when
just one person
takes an interest.

Ed.

Fountain of

knowledge

Dear crashei

Spectrum fanzm
appearing, but tl

trouble is I've ni

Sinclair Classic

tapezine, which is

free and comes
out every two
months. We've

July 4th 1933
and have built up

readership

(especially in

Europe). We'd like

:>M I

penny. From issue

S [due 4th Nov)

we are planning a

regular Speccy

attrib block i

you decide to

change the

wording/design

of course!!).

from you very
soon. Sinclair

Classic is

available from
Alcemist . Prisr

or direct from I

blank tape.

Up the Speccyl

Although I haven't

yet seen a copy

>ou want fiichemt

Dear Sir/Madam,

3 Spectrum and
SAM fanzine, am
are looking for

I've helped

establish a grs

many magazine

clubs and PO

I'm a qualified

written many
Spectrum-related
magazine articles

in the past. I also

offer free PD
software in

Pie strikes back

I was pleased to
recieve your letter

about Crashed. It's

good to see there are
still people out there
who appreciated what

Good look in finding

haven't a clue where
he is myself. And as

for Lloyd Mangram, I'm

sorry to say he never
really existed! The

work experience

journalist we had
CRASH Towers at

Europress Impact

Shropshire.

This letter was dated

22 February 1993, and

refers to the very

early stages of

Crashed's development.

till i t got

something,
I'll be glad

to include

it. (The

That's "ft for this
All comments,

critici

uc tTve abuse
should be addressed
to: Crashed, Pear

age. North
Wetherby,

West -ks, LS22
4EN.



Mark's

**»
Hello. Well, desp te my poignant requset for tips last

month, no-one seems to hove paid any sttenti an to
me. So. er, here's some more stuff ripped ou of old

mass. (Not that you deserve it you ungratefu basts.
1 don't know/ - ours locked up here toiling over a
hot keyboard v* hile 1 could be g
taking loads or iard drugs and
you repay me? OK, so you buy the mag, but . . . oh,

never mind.)

Dizzy

Pause Che game, then t

then press ENTER for another life, and Z and X to scroll the rooms left

and right.

Treasure Island Dizzy
If you don't know this cheat off by heart, then you've obviously never

bought a Spectrum mag - back in the old days, if you threw a brick at a

tips section, chances are you'd hit the old "Start the game, then hold

down "P, and A until the music stops. If you press C, then Dizzy shouk

dissappear, and you can use left and right to scroll through the screens.

Press fire to reappear" gag. Ah, halcyon days of innocence, eh? [But

where is the thirtieth coin? Answers on the back of a sealed postman to

Fantasy World Dizry
!f the hawk swoops at you, press fire to get it back up to the too of ths

together, so he can't gnash you.

Magicland Dizzy
Er, there Isn't a cheat mode, and there are no cunning bits that not

everyone knows about. Just loads of walking around and lumping over

rivers. Teh. (Hands up who prefers the earlier Dizzys where you don't

spend hours just walking about, and you don't play solidly for four days
solid, nearly complete the game, then fall in the river or something, die

of frustration and never play the game again. Blimey, what a long

Spellbound Dizzy
Type IWANTANOMLETTE on the title screen. The border' should flash.

Start the game, and press C for a cheat menu.

Crystal Kingdom Dizzy
Er, did anyone actually buy it? Upping the price from £3.99 to £3.S3 just

as your sales are dropping anyway - what an absolute stroke of genius.

) climb vertically a

the thrust to zero
uithout using any
,. (Just keep your
below 9993, that's

ill yourself four t

monster. You should be

killed twice when you've

only got one live, resulting

Auf Wiedersehen
Monty
When loading the game,

type LOAD "" as normal,

after it type :REM MONTY,
Press ENTER and

tape. Once loaded, pick up

any item to the left for

infin ... oh what's the

the

I'm sorry, OK? The
Dizzy thing was only

meant to take up a
bit of space, and it

just sort of . . .

blossomed. If you
want to see some
cheats of a rather
less eggy nature, then
you'd better send
them to Crashed, Pear
Tree Cottage, North
Deighton, Wetherby,
West Yorks. LS22
dEN. Pip pip.



It's A Goal
isoft £1.50 [tape/3.5" I Programmed by

The '94 World cup Final,

call a dull, dull, dull

football match. TWO hours

glued to a TV set to see

22 swarthy foreigners

draw nil-nil, and the only

interesting thing about the

whole enterprise is the

uncanny similarity

Between the hairstyles of

Roberto Baggio and Curt

Smith from Tears For

Fears. Bah.

Sorry, I must have taken

a wrong turning

somewhere. Can you

direct me to*the game

reviews'

Ah, yes. Sorry. (Knew I'd

forgotten something.) It's

A Goal i

footy sim, from I

keyboard of Irish

programmer Bre

O'Bri i, by

some strange coincid

you should make your
cheques payable if you
want a copy of the game,

page). It features

after-touch ball control,

accurate passing,

computer controlled

goalies and lots of other

things that I could copy

from the manual, but

won't. You can play

against a friend or the

computer, as well as in

the World Cup or in a

league competition

against 16 of the top

English and Scottish

clubs. (Sorry, did I say I

wasn't going to copy

from the manual? I lied.)

journalistic integrity?

What's that
7

I don't know and I don't

care. The tape on which

It's A Goal is supplied

: four programs;

1 12SK

However, all these

a go-minute tape. I

suppose this is so

: \2fi\\ « i of t

outrageous amount of

rewinding involved.

What's particularly

annoying is the wag
that the 12SK version is

just the 48K version

with an extra block of

sound and graphic

efrects tacked on, .and a

slightly different BASIC

loader to accomodate
this. Surely It would

to have put the Editor

a little routine that

detects which computer
the game's running on

and loads the 128K Bits

accordingly, a la

Treaure Island Dizzy?

Yes. That is right.

Technically, It's A Goal

can't be faulted. The
pointer-driven front end

is meticulously polished

and executed, with more

fc.-. Tne graphics

are i lea ana attractive.

the scrolllng's fast and

smooth ooyonc belief,

ana the sou^d ertects

on the 128K version are

very smart :ndeed. lAnd

now 'or a g^est

apooarence f-orn one or

last month's
sub-heading I

we;: it isn't, "he
proL\em w.'.h it's A Goa
is that it's uo

pomtlessly, absurdly,

disorientating. There's 22
players, so they've all got

to be on-screen at the

same time. The screen

the same direction tor

There's none of those

round bits and curves and

things on the pitch, so
you don't know where you

this sounds like the kind

of game that could do

strange things to your

brain, you don't know the

half of it.

Blimey! Better not buy it,

then.

No, no, no, no. no. No. All

I was trying to say was
that It's A Goal has the

potential to be a really

brilliant game, but there

are just too many
aggravating elements for

it to really make the

grade. If you don't mind

losing 6-0 to Switzerland

for the first few games,

it comes highly

recommended.

Ratings

PRESENTATION 75%
GRAPHICS 80%
SOUND 65%
PLAYABILITY 62%
LAST ABILITY 70%

OVERALL 70%



Rotor
i E5.00 * Code by Daton i ics by DGP * Music by The

i-in-1987-Why-carft

j-something-different-for-

.vitn-puzzle-games-y

siderata-ignorant-

iring-idiots rant, do

id most puzzle games have such
credibly simple concepts that

's likely that even the Monty

ressed to stretch It to more
ian 200 words. (For the benefit

^member the likes at Scott Of

he Sahara, they used to have a

ablt of filling in the spaces
atween good bits by taking one

ike and making It last 15

linutes. It wasn't very
uteri aining.)

ne're there. You've written 127

ords and you haven't even said

Tything about the game yet

But c you s

lough? The blurb runs to this:

iotor, from Supplement Software.

he game that will drive you

lcough level after mind blowing

fvel. Spin the pieces and make
lem fit the pattern. But watch
ut, because as you spin one
lece, another 3 pieces will move

as well. Features: Mode d graphic.

Control options. Background music.

Multi-levels. Jump a level facility.

Written by Daton and DGP (the

Supple Boys)." That's it. What can I

Right. Thank you. Now you've got

that particular bee out of your

bonnet (metaphorically speaking),

perhaps you wouldn't mind stopping

trying to make everyone fee! sorry

for you, and TELL US WHETHER

THE BLASTED THING'S ANY GOOD
Ah yes. Quite forgot - that's what
a review does, isn't it? Tell you

whether the blasted thing's any

good, I mean. Ha ha. (Better get on

with it, then.)

Rotor's a vast Improvement over

Supplement's previous ventures into

tha genre. The music's an

attractive, reasonably long

E-Tracker ditty that runs

throughout the game; the graphics,

while still simple, are big, bold and

bright; and the gameplay's much
more complex and engaging than

that of, say, Ouatris. However,
Rotor has one flaw in that it

sutfers form the perfectly-

straight forward-until-you-get-to-a-

certain-stage-at-which-point-it-

sudden 1
y-becomas-imposs ib Ie

syndrome.
Vou see, the way in which Rotor

very last bit and realise that

there's one piece out of place. This

wouldn't be a problem if you could

as it is you can only move them in

groups of four, so you've basically

got to do the whole level again

just for this one piece, and at the

end you find that there's another

piece out ot place. Tsk. however,

the game design does have its

good points, such as the credits

Rather than using conventional

passwords, at the beginning of

the game you're presented with

target number of moves in which

to complete the level. If you

exceed this target, you lose one

credit for eacn extra move.
However, if you've managed to

complete the level in less than

the target amount of moves, you

gain credits. The beauty of this is

that if you've got more than fifty

credits, you can press F9 to skip

reward/subtract credits unless

you complete the level, if you're

doing badly then you can just

reach for the top-right of the

keyboard and leapfrog the nasty

bits. Neat, eh?

Groovy.

:he summary. Unlike some
r recent SAM puzzle games,

i playing Rotor I didn't get

feeling that (his was
ething that could have been

on a Spectrum. Fans of the

e should lap it up.

Ratings

PRESENTATION SBX
GRAPHICS 7Qy.
SOUND S2X
PLAYABILITY 73K
ADDICTIVITY SOX

OVERALL 81%



fflmmmm
i-bot you miiy 1* wondering, is tliia "Crashed Archive" thai

eeps crappmg op? Wei), it'a really incredibly simple: yoo sem

is any SAM or Speccy stuff that you don't want, and ! keep

. Sorry, wlie it 1 meant to soy ia yoo donate any kind of stuf:

ir the SAM i ji Speccy and:

[t goes on 1 o the massive Crashed database of SAM/Speccy

ubbins for future reFerence. and . . .

| It becomes available to any readers who are inte

razy, knock-down prices! (At the moment I'm thinking of £2

-ich for commercial software, 50p for covertapes, £5 for any

iece of hardware and 10p lor magazines, all ol which goes

trafght back into Crashed,]

he thinking behind the Archive is not to provide me with

ads of free goodies and line my pockets in the process

emember that EVERY PENNY of profit from Crashed goes

traighl back into the mag; the only peraon who can benefit

i-pm it is you), hut (o create a centralised source of cheap,

liable (all hardware and software will be tested and cleaned

P before being sent out), SAM or Speclrum-ieloled stuff. A
ood alternative, I feel, to spending an outrageous amount of

ish at a car boat sale Dn a second-hand copy of Three Weeks
i Paradise, only to find that it's gnt Nik Kershaw's debut

s a fev amples of the kind of stuff I'm interested in:

t just YS, SU and Crash and their respective

cuvertapes, but also older mags like Your

Spectrum, ZX Computing mid Sinclair Programs,

and mult iformats like New Computer Express,

Gamesweek, Papular Computing Weekly, Home
Computing Weekly, Computer And Video Games,

Games-X and ACE. in short, anything that has

ever mentioned the Spectrum or any of its

derevatives.

SOFTWARE Absolutely anything at all, whether

for the ZXBO, 2X81, Spectrum, Ql_ 288, Timex,

SAM or Hobbil. It doesn't matter ir it won't load,

Dr the packaging's missing, or anything like thai

- f want it. If you can. please include any
ii flic sul'tw s the

FANZINES: This applies to anything, from

lapczines like 16/40 and Enigma to paper-based

'zines like ZAT and The Bug to short-lived

diskzines such as Arcadia and Enceladus.

BOOKS: Anything from Mein Kampf to Rduui Day's

hedgehog. (Just to see if you're still taking nolice,

really.)

Send all things (sorry, my vocabulary seems to

have deserted me) to: The Crashed Archive, Pear

Tree Cottage, North Deighton, Wetherby, West

Yorkshire, LSZ2 4EN.

B

This
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ULLETin

Barry Parkinso

The author of th

" PCG DTP F

d FD1

people n faci e Earth, drives tiintended as e

of "Missing Pi

board - if anyone " want to interview John Richardson External 3" disk 311 interface, Dul

out there is looking him for the first The man who used drives and to the best of mj

for a particular issue, but according to draw Crash's interfaces for the knowledge, this

company, peraon or to various sources, Jetman comic strip +ZA interface was

product, or knows lie's either moved Again, 1 did want According to the never produced.

where one is, get in to the Midlands,

touch. Here's a few died or gone into to Crashed, t

0=U1^3 LT= B[&JD=a"S t

j

,D

i is awash
s from Fred

id Revalation, this issue only

mtalns reviews of stuff from

implement. There's a very

The thing ia, that neither

Crashed Suing, ***> I'm asking

any currently available 3AM
game to write a review

(roughly 8UCJ words) and sand

it in, preferably either as a

WordMaster text file (either 01

3AM disk, +D 35" disk or

Spectrum tape] or on paper.

[Don't worry about spelling,

pum. tuition or grammar - i can

If your review is printed, you

get either a four-month

t-MteiuJon on yuur subscription

or fif you don't subscribe) the

next four issues free of charge.


